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Gamma-ray monitoring in Multi-Messenger era
2017 has been a revolutionary year for Astrophysics: the first combined detection of
elctro-magnetic + GW emission and the first identification of a UHE neutrino source
have been finally carried out.

New runs from LIGO / VIRGO are now regularly issuing alerts, while the IceCube
collaboration is collecting increasing evidence for excess neutrino emission, indicating the
possibility to identify neutrino sources.
Gamma-ray monitoring played a key role to identify the electro-magnetic counterpart in both
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cases, addressing the Multi-Wavelength community in follow-up investigations.

GRB 190114C: another long awaited detection
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In January 2019 MAGIC announced detection of GRB 190114C at more than 300 GeV (Atel
#12390). It was expected that GRBs should be intrinsically capable of powering VHE
emission, but direct observation was never obtained before. The emission mechanism is
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likely related with relativistic ejecta slamming in the progenitor’s environment gas.

Relativistic jet properties
The engine of high energy emission in both AGNs and
GRBs can be identified with relativistic plasma jets.
Due to the interaction between strong magnetic fields and
energetic particles, these jets emit a spectrum of
synchrotron radiation, extending from radio to X-ray
frequencies.
Inverse Compton scattering accounts well for most of the
gamma-ray emission, resulting in a so called “two-hump”
spectrum in the log – luminosity vs. log – frequency plane.
The model accounts fairly well for the bulk of the emission,
but episodic events require additional, probably photohadronic components (especially AGN and VHE-GRBs). 4

Properties of AGN flares

Left: Fermi-LAT light curve of the blazar PKS 2155-304 obtained in the 300 MeV – 300 GeV
energy range on a weekly schedule. Right: distribution of visible blazars from the Southern
hemisphere with detected flaring activity and spectral hardening.
Although blazars are persistent sources (AGNs with a jet pointing close to the direction of
Earth), their VHE emission is remarkably variable and unpredictable on the short time scale.
Prompt coverage of the VHE spectral domain is essential to model the underlying processes
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and to understand the jet structure.

Properties of AGN flares

PKS 1510-089
0.1 – 100 GeV SED
with Fermi-LAT
Prince et al. (2017, ApJ,
844, 62)

In VHE, AGN variability covers a wide range of time-scales: we observe weekly or even monthly
flux modulations, as well as day- or few hours-long sudden flares. The flare spectrum usually
comes in a form that adds up to the usual IC emission, with hints of hadronic contributions. Our
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current instrumentation is not sensitive enough to characterize these components.

Gap in the sub-TeV VHE spectral domain

SWGO

operating
in construction

We need to deal with a high cosmic ray
background (Assis et al. 2018)

EAS observatories are exploring the possibility to monitor the sub-TeV range, but

no wide FoV instrument is covering Southern sky down to ~100 GeV:
●

Must be placed at high altitude

●

Station single particle sensitivity (~20 MeV) and high time resolution (2 ns)
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The predicted detection rates
Based on Fermi All-sky Variability Analysis and GRB detection history (together with working
assumptions on the instrument duty cycle), we can estimate how a wide FoV monitoring
instrument would be able to operate in combination with CTA.

Estimated rate of AGN
flares within 1 hour CTA
sensitivity is between
~100 per year (lasting
approximately 1 week)
and 130 per year (1 day
flares)
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The predicted detection rates
If the estimated transient time is shorter (few hours or less), the requirement of a trigger
becomes fundamental for CTA. Without an effective alert system, CTA is unlikely to detect such
flares independently. SWGO can effectively provide alerts in the energy range E > 100 GeV.

Approximately 30 AGN
flares may be so bright
to be detected in 1 hour.
This is comparable to
the VHE emission time
scale associated to long
GRBs.
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Monitoring of Galactic Center
Right: Fermi-LAT all-sky map
and zoom on Galactic Center.
Bottom: excess of diffuse
gamma-ray emission, stacked
in different energy bands.

A wide FoV observatory operating in the South hemisphere down to the sub-TeV energy
domain is also a strategic tool to survey the Galactic Center: it will probe the nature of
diffuse emission, constrain the high energy excess and combine with Northern facilities to
provide all-sky mapping and alert system.
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Cosmological implications of the VHE band

Left: Distribution of maximum photon energy vs. redshift compared with different extragalactic
Background Light (EBL) models. Right: energy spectrum of cosmic rays measured by different
experiments, divided according to the estimated contributions of various particle species.

Accurate maps of VHE emission from galactic and extragalactic sources will
constrain the background light produced across cosmic history and clarify the nature
of cosmic ray acceleration sites, unveiling the Universe’s most powerful particle
accelerators.
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Conclusions
●

There is pressing need for multi-wavelength coverage of events
currently at the frontier of Multi-Messenger Astrophysics

●

Gamma-ray monitoring has already proved to be fundamental to
address follow-up from other advanced facilities

●

Covering the strategic gap in the spectral window between groundbased and satellite-driven observations will give the best prospects
to work in combination with CTA

●

The EAS approach is a suitable complementary way to answer the
monitoring requirements of deep, high resolution observatories

●

An extended spectral coverage is necessary to fully address the
physics of particle acceleration and relativistic jets in AGNs and
GRBs, some of the hottest topics of current Astrophysics
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Backup slides
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The AGN Unified Model
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The blazar “two-hump” Spectral Energy Distribution
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An example of what we currently have on flares
If we go from 10 years...

… then to high energy...

… to few weeks...

… in the brightest day!
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Reconstruction of shower geometry
✧Use RPC hit time
information to reconstruct
the shower
✧Take advantage of high
spatial and time resolution

✧Shower geometry
reconstruction:
✧Use shower front plane
approximation
✧Analytical procedure
✧Apply trigger conditions
✧Apply cut on the number of
registered hits by the RPCs

(a) Shower front plane approximation.

(b) Sh

F igure 3.8: Shower front reach
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Reconstruction of shower geometry
✧ Use RPC hit time
information
Apply quality cuts
Shower plane front fit
Remove late arrivals

✧ Fit the shower
geometry using a
shower conic front
model
✧ Depends on core
position

Shower plane front fit
Shower conic front fit
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